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by Selective W Deposition and Subsequent Etch-Back
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A high aspecf rabio via-hole

filling

JAPAN

sysfem for

nulbilevel

interconnecbion has been developed using a selective tungsten deposition
and subsequenb etch-back method. In the etch-back process, non-seLective
ebchings between lrl, llSix, MoSix and organic material were performed.
I,'lith this newly developed system fhe surface was perfectly planarized and
bhe structure exhibibed bhermal stability even after annealing at 900.C.

In this paper, a newly developed viahole filling sysbem which can be applied to
the complete and simultaneous planarization
of various depbh via-holes is described.
The eleetric characteristics and bhermal
stabiliby of this structure are bhen

INTRODUCTION

Verbieally stacked devices, such as
three dimensional(3-D) LSIs,1)Z) are
abtractive for higher density LSIs and
devices.
inbelligence
artificial
Multilevel interconnection3-5) is the most
important technique i.n these sbacked
In parficular, a high aspect
devices.
raLio via-hoLe filling technique6) which
maintains low resisbiviby and Lhermaf
stabiJ.ity even after high temperabure
proeessing is a key teehnology.
Metallization of a high aspect raf,io viahole is difficult because conventional CVD
or sputber filrns give poor sfep coverage.
Selecbive tungsten deposition is the most
effeetive technology for sub-micron viaHigh rate deposition is
hole fi11ing.
necessary for deep via-hole filling while
maintaining selecbiviby and suppressing
lateral encroachment. However, in a high
rabe deposibion, surface sbeps caused by
grains of bungsben grow about half rnicron
on the surface, and these steps cause an
obstruction to fine pattern formabion and a
deferiorabion of device reliability.

described.
PROCESS DESCRIPTION

filling process is shown in
Fig. 1.
A firsb leveI meballization
consisbs of a refractory mebal silicide and
surfaee steps are planarized by an etchback of an interl-evel insulabion 1ayer.
Next, selective bungsten is deposibed afber
via-ho1e definition.
Subsequently, the
etch-back of refraciory metals or their
wifh an organic material
silicides
(polyimide) is perforrned afber coating. In
the case of an over-filling process,
tungsten and polyimide are etched ab the
same rate. In the case of a half-filling
proeess, MoSix(}JSix) and polyimide are
ebched in bhe same way. Finall-y, MoSix is
deposibed by spubtering on the planarized
surface as a second level meballization.
The via-hole
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pressure is shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2 Ebching rates of various material
2) Via-hole filling
Fig. 3 shows bhe oblique-directionalview of the via-holes af ter sel-ective
tungsten deposition. The selectivify was
perfecbly maintained and l-ateral
encroaehments were l-ess than 0. l rrm after
but bhe surface of the
1 .6pm rleep f illing,

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

) Non-selective

1OO W

Total Flow Rate SOcc,tnin
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In a real device structure, via-hol-e
filling with different depths is required.
In this case, bhese via-hoLes can be filled
simultaneously using two non-selective
etchings for over- and haLf- fiLlings. In
bhis sfudy, seleebive tungsten deposition
was performed in a cold walI type reactor
using WF6 and H2 at 450"C. The eteh-back
was performed using a cassette to cassette
RIE single wafer sysfem.

1

be

obtained in other gas systerns. The etchback process has problems peeuliar to bhe
process itself, for example, the uniformity
of the etch-rabe and how to determine bhe
end of ebching, because they all influence
the accuracy of the planarization. The
un iformi ties
uncier cond i t ions of non selective etching obtained here were below
3% within a wafer. The end point of fhis
process could be detecfed by monitoring bhe
F emission intensity of the reaction

(c) Selective W deposiUon

Half-

These non-

ebching

The condibions for non-selective ebching
in the etch-back process were obtained with

a mixed gas of CF4 and OZ for
polyimide/MoSix, polyimide/t'lSix and
The
polyimide/W systems' respectively.
variation in etch rates of MoSix, WSix, W,
poJ.yimide and SiOZ as a funcbion of bhe gas

tungsten was irregular.

Fig.4 shows bhe cross-seetional views of a
via-hole obbained by the over-fi11ing
process. The via-hole depth and width were
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1

.6pm and 0.8prm, respectively. The aspect

In real device strucbures, via-hole filling
of d ifferenb
depths is reQuired.
Furthermore, the deposibion rates of
seLective tungsten differ
with the
underlying layers, for example, the
deposition rate on a metal silicide is nuch
higher bhan that on Si substrabe. Thus,
bhe etch-back process is more imporbant in
obbaining a planarized surface. Various
depbhs of via-hoIes can be filled
simultaneously by using the over-fil1ing
process togebher wibh bhe half-fi11ing

ratio

of the via-hole was about Z.
Tungsten overgrew itself to about 0.8fm in
height after deposifion, bub this surface
step was reduced bo 0.1rrm by the etch-back
of tungsten with polyimide. Using fhe
half-filling process, bhe 1 .6pm via-hole
step was reduced to 0.1pm in the same way ,
and no void was observed in the ho1e, but
the surface was not srnooth. This surface
chap was atbributed to the morphology of
grains in the underlying tungsben film.
Under this ebching condition, fhe reaction
is chemical, The ebch rate in chernical
reactions varies among grains because of
the differences in the film quality. The
problem of the surface ehap can be solved
by improving the ebehing conditions.

process.

3) Via-hole resisbiviby
The specific via-hole resistivities
after 900'C annealing as a function of bhe
via-hole size are shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig.5 Comparison of via-hole resistivities;
(a) Via formed by only tungsten
deposibion,

(b) Via formed by hatf-filling
(C) Via formed by over-filling

(a) After W deposition (b) Afber
Fig.
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process,
process

The resistivity of bhe reference sample
obbained by only selective fungsten
cieposition was 4x 10-70'cm2.
The
resistivities of bhe samples obtained by
bhe over-fiLling process and bhe halffilling
process were 4 x 1 0-80'cm2 and
8x 10-89'cm2, respeetively. The variations

etch-back

Cross -secbional views of the viahole obfained by bhe over-filIing

process
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deposibion and subsequent etch-back of
refractory metals or their silicides has
been developed. With this newly developed
via-hole filling system, low and uniform
resistivity of the via-ho1e with complete

in resistivities were eonsiderably smaller
than bhab of only selective tungsben
deposition system.
The electrical
eharacteristics are improved by the
smoothing of bhe irregular fungsben
surface. It seems fhab these reasons are
atbributed to the deberioration of the step
coverage and micro-cracks in the upper
layer of MoSix, and bhese problems can be
solved by inbroducing the etch-back method.

planarization and thernal stability has
been realized. This technology is useful
for 3-D LSIs and the higher density LSIs
expecbed in the future.
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4) Thermal sLability
For determination of metal silicide
composibion as bhe first and seeond leve1
interconnections, good lhermal sbabilify of
the metal silicide /W/netaL silicide
sbrueture is necessary in orden bo endure
the subsequent high temperature processes.
Fig. 6 shows fhe X-ray diffraction pabterns
of the lllMoSix sbructure afber annealing ab
900'C. In bhe W/MoSi2.4 sbructure, bungsben
reacted with Si in MoSix after anneallng.
However, in the W/MoSie. O sbructure,
tungsten did not reaet with Si in MoSix
even afber annealing at 900'C" This means
that the bungsten reacted only with
superfluous Si in the MoSix.
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SUMMARY

A new, high aspeet ratio via-hole
filling teehnique using selective tungsben
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